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"I've been using this eBook while furnishing my rooms in Minecraft and they come out so much

better. We are quite limited at the moment when it comes to decorating but this guide really opened

my mind to what is possible. There are great design suggestions for living rooms, bathrooms,

kitchens and bedrooms and it gives you so much inspiration. I used to only have a few crafting

benches, furnaces and the occasional painting in my rooms but now they are filled with chairs,

tables, sofas, TVs and cool lighting solutions." - Vera K"I bought this book and thought that all the

furniture you could have are the ones that they provide you with in the inventory. After I read the

book, I had so many more ideas! Thank you so much!" - Lydia Ozonoff Learn How To Furnish Your

Rooms In Minecraft!With this guide you'll never run out of inspiration in the world of blocks.- Over

150 Detailed And Refined Pictures To Follow Along With- Step-By-Step Instructions And Resource

Lists For Every Single Design- Well-Made Designs From A Top Minecraft Builder- The Bestselling

Minecraft Furniture eBook50 Furniture Ideas For Minecraft!Welcome to the updated volume of

Creative Furniture for Minecraft.Minecraft is the one game that has stuck with me since the day it

came out. This amazing world of blocks has fascinated me and many others for countless hours!I've

enjoyed Minecraft in many different ways but mainly through survival on my own, gathering

resources and building a world that looks as good as it possibly can.Over the months and months

I've been playing this game I've built up quite the collection of furniture designs and this eBook is

made from that collection.In this guide you'll find seating, tables, shelves, cupboards, sinks, fridges,

bookshelves, TVs, computers, showers, bathtubs, toilets, beds, lighting solutions, fireplaces and

more.If you find yourself with an empty room and with no ideas, take a look in this eBook and I'm

sure you'll come up with something.Enjoy!
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While I have seen some of these designs before, this book compiled them together so that it's

easier to find while gaming. Three stars for that alone. Fun new ideas and explanations of his

furniture provide creative fodder for those interested in taking his ideas and branching out. Or simply

combine what he has here. I rarely buy theses, but I plan to buy his second volume, too!
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This book gives a lot of furniture ideas for every room. I really enjoyed the book and all the ideas!!If

you are looking for a Minecraft furniture book I recommend this one, as it shows each pattern and a

full color pic for it. There are some that are harder then others but a easy version of all of the ideas

in this book.I hope Johan Loof comes out with a new book (soon) just as good as this one!!! I will be

keeping a eye out for one!!!!

This wa a very in depth book and I only had 1 or 2 issues that might just be me:1 is that I wish he

has done this when the latest updates for minecraft had come out. And 2 it just kinda well irked me

on the lam tv one it only had one lever on the one lamp instead of both in the impression that it wa



an antenna yeah that one's just me. Overall 9.9 out of 10 because I would have liked a bit more for

each chapter but yeah

This addition to our Minecraft collection is great. It stimulates the kids to build better and more

intelligent designs. It propmts them to reach levels far beyond what I thought capable for their age. I

also like that the games' designed to grow with the child and all ages interact in this game.

EPIC. I now can make a new survival world with an olden and modern design. I just love it. It even

got me thinking of building a kitchen and bathroom. Maybe a couple bathrooms. I might build a

whole town! And only because of a book.

Lots of cool ideas I'm going to make a giant house with some of the stuff in it it's awesome

Great ideas and lots of new ideas some modern and some old ones but great all ways choice it .
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